Brighton Secondary School

Connections
Connecting with the past,
building the future

Principal

Comments

If you
y
went to Brighton Secondary School in the early 50’s
or 60’s you may have had male secondary teachers bearing
psy
psychological as well as physical scars of battle. Schools were
sta
staffed by an army of men looking for work after the war.
Tea
Teaching was yet another profession where men with a shot
of “emergency training”, took away jobs from capable and
qu
qualified women who comprised these professions during the
wa
war. Your secondary school life may have been characterised
by strictness, sarcasm, canings and cruelty. Perhaps your
ac
achievement had to overcome the absence of engagement?
If yyou attended Brighton in the 70s, you may remember that
tea
teachers had a lot of autonomy. These were the days of
“in
“individual difference”. This gave your teachers, like me,
lice
licence to change the world and create the curriculum as we
we
went, sometimes because it was good for the students and other
tim
times to indulge our own interests! I must have managed to
blu
bluff my way through finding ways to monitor and track their
wo
work, with some semblance of balancing choice, interest and
en
engagement alongside maintaining order. When I occasionally
me
meet students from way back then, they remember their
h
schooling
with fondness and they all seem like good, decent
and successful citizens now!
We have come full circle in the last 30 years to a regimen
of data collection and national testing if we are not careful.
Teachers wish to incorporate the philosophy of “constructivism”
(building knowledge from what the learner already knows and
the learner’s experience) – yes it does sound like individual
differences of the 1970’s – but the teachers find the combination
of centralised frameworks (National Curriculum and National
Standard tests) and their responsibility to create meaningful
co-constructed curriculum with the students, bewildering at the
very least. They want to engage the students and make the
curriculum relevant. Hence they would like to have data that
helps them achieve this mission rather than being distracted by
test scores that only measure the basics.
As my generation retires and moves on from teaching and
leading, it will be replaced by the Generation X and Generation
Y old scholars. This AD (After Digital) generation may be in a
better position to introduce ideas and technologies that are closer
to today’s youth than my BC (Before Computer) generation.
Perhaps the future AD school leadership will be more assertive,
more direct, more team-based, and more technologically savvy
to transform Brighton Secondary School into the 21st century
school that my leadership team is working so hard to achieve?
Perhaps the future AD leadership teams at Brighton Secondary
School will not be as hampered as we were this year by
bureaucracy and the roll-out of the historic Federal Government
Digital Education Revolution (DER) funds. Our vision for “one to
one” learning with a laptop for every student beginning at Year
9 in 2009 has been postponed to 2010.
The Joint Use Agreement between the Holdfast Bay City
Council and Brighton Secondary School for a Community
Performing Arts Centre, a prerequisite for the release of the
Federal Government’s electoral pledge of $2m, has taken most
of the year for lawyers to nut out. The Federal Government’s
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Building Education Revolution (BER) initiative has driven up
building costs, so we expect the $3.2m Performing Arts Project
will be more expensive by the time it is completed in 2010.
Nevertheless the BER was good to Brighton Secondary School
providing $200,000 towards the long-awaited refurbishment
of the Spence Hall.
The Special Interest Programs in Music and Volleyball continue
to thrive. National Volleyball Champions in December 2008
and State Champions 2009. The Symphony Orchestra won
Gold at the National Championships held at the Sydney
Opera House. They were so fine they were invited to perform
at the 2010 Expo in Shanghai! Then there was the wonderful
performance at the Hilton, “Panda Pops”, to raise money for
the much-anticipated arrival of the 2 Pandas to Adelaide Zoo,
Funi and Wang Wang. The Annual Jazz Cabaret showcased
the extraordinary talents of the Music students and staff. And to
cap it off, the Treble Choir and Concert Choirs gained first and
second at the State Eisteddfod.
The Science faculty took out an award at the Oliphant Science
Awards and the new Science Club is highly valued by the
students.
The Technical Studies students are very proud to be the State
Champions in the CO2 Formula 1 competition and the Physical
Education students love the new Weights Room in the gym.
Brighton Secondary School continues to dominate the sports
scene, evidenced by Brighton receiving the Howard Mutton
Trophy for the school with the most participation in sport. Scholar,
Sam Willoughby, is the youngest ever winner of the BMX Super
Cross World Series – an extraordinary achievement. While
Sam trained in the USA, his teachers taught him on-line and
kept him connected to Year 12.
2009 has been a big year for tours: The Brighton RSL supported
students to travel to France for the Anzac Day celebrations. Four
staff and 40 students travelled to Vietnam for a community
project through “World Challenge”. Students will travel to Korea
on a cultural tour in January 2010.
I am pleased to announce the Old Scholars’ entry scholarships
(unfunded). I know that Old Scholars value the ongoing
traditions of their school and many have told me they want
to continue the family’s legacy in the school. Well, now there
are up to five enrolment vacancies retained for Old Scholars.
These positions are secured through a competitive application
process. Application forms are available from the website.
Brighton Secondary needs the ongoing support of the Old
Scholars. There are Old Scholar Facebook sites that may help
you keep connected.
Do let us know what you hear about the school – constructive
feedback will keep our school meaningful in a rapidly changing
world. I would like to think that the 2009 Old Scholars in 2039
will remember the 2000’s as a time when teachers cared for
each student and challenged them to be independent learners.
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Governing Council Report
Community is what keeps a
good school getting better.
It’s been a pleasure being part of Brighton Secondary School
Council again in 2009. Every year I learn more about the
school and every year I am amazed by the energy and
achievements of this multifaceted community called Brighton
Secondary School which is made of over 1,300 moving
parts, including students and staff.
I would like to thank David Thomson and his team for
producing another Connections Newsletter for Brighton Old
Scholars. This is a fabulous magazine that reports all of
the significant happenings at BSS over the year. A browse
through it will bring back a lot of nostalgic feelings.
An active old scholar’s network is a great asset for a school,
and it can add richness to the experiences of alumni for
many years following graduation. It’s fun. But it also takes
work to maintain and nurture. So if you’re curious about the
school, and feel like being connected and helping, please
give David a call at the school. He will be happy to talk
to you.
Each year starts with a clean slate in some respects. For
example, a new crop of year 8’s arrive at the school and
must be nurtured and eased into our school culture, a new
cohort of year 12’s start their most important year and must
be supported and inspired to do their best, a new group of
international students arrive and are guided into the Brighton
Secondary School family, and a significant number of new
staff begin and are incorporated in to the BSS ethos of “do
all things well”.
Additionally, no matter how outstanding the academic, or
music or volleyball or eisteddfod or other athletic or artistic
achievements were the previous year, it’s time to do it all
again with a new group of bright and enthusiastic students,
and strive for even better results.
Added to those endeavours that are starting anew each
year there are the large projects that carry over from
one year to the next. In this category are the continued
funding efforts, planning and incremental roll out of the
“One to One” computer laptop and school-wide wireless
infrastructure program. Also, there is the huge curriculum
job of continued planning and implementation of the New
SACE as well as the continued organisation of funding,
design and implementation of the Community Performing
Arts Centre.

In addition, large new projects arise that are time-sensitive
so must be addressed in order to keep the school at the
forefront of public education. For example, applying for
and being awarded the Government’s Building Education
Revolution funding of approximately $200,000 to refurbish
the Spence Hall entrance, lobby, kitchen and toilets, then
planning and eventually starting the work. Also applying
for and being awarded $154,000 from the Health Active
Australia School and Community grant program to help
students make healthy lifestyle choices, including providing
healthy choices at the canteen and hiring a support staff
member.
Furthermore many other new initiatives arise during the year,
for example the previous Strategic Plan for 2005-2009 has
come to an end this year (and I am pleased to report that we
reached 95% of our targets) so we have begun the planning
and creation of a new 5 year Strategic Plan to take Brighton
Secondary School from 2010 to 2014.
All of these initiatives and more are accomplished to an
outstanding level and are carried out in addition to the day
to day administration of the school and the teaching of the
students. It takes the knowledge and energy of talented
and dedicated people working together to achieve the
results we hope for.
And those efforts are rewarded by the results and
achievements of our students. In addition to our high
academic performance BSS has excelled in many areas.
BSS volleyball students successfully defended our title of
Champion School of Australia in Melbourne. And volley ball
is not our only sporting achievement. Brighton Secondary
School won the prestigious Howard Mutton Award for the
most participation in the widest range of sports.
In the Music program our Symphony Orchestra won a Gold
Award at the 2009 Sydney International Music Festival held
at the Sydney Opera House as well as staging many other
spectacular performances through the year showcasing the
depth of talent at the school. And as they have done many
times, our Rock Eisteddfod students won first place in the
State Grand Final.
There are many, many other activities and achievements
happening at BSS, as a look through this magazine will
confirm. It’s both exciting and a privilege to be a part of
this school community. If you would like to be involved
in any area, please contact David, you will find it very
rewarding.
Mark Edwards
Chair, Governing Council
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Anzac Dawn Service
At Brighton
Head Prefects, Harrison Edwards and Hannah Virgo-Colbey, proudly represented Brighton
Secondary School at the Dawn Anzac Day Service at the Brighton Memorial Arch. They gave
speeches and laid a wreath. Harrison and Hannah’s speeches will be published in the Year Book.
Current Year 12 students Joel Dieu and Alex Heffernan, as well as ex-students Robert Edgar and
Tom Helps sang at the service. The students are pictured under the Brighton Memorial Arch at the
conclusion of the service.

FRANCE WESTERN FRONT TOUR
ANZAC DAY 2009

Barbara Richards,
Deputy Principal
As a result of an initiative by Brighton Lions Club
member Mr Peter Jarvis, a tour group from Brighton
Secondary School travelled to the Somme area
in France to attend the official Commonwealth
Government Dawn Service at the Australian National
Monument near Villers Brettoneux and the Community
Service in the Town Centre. We are indebted to the
Brighton Lions organization who made a significant
donation to the school to support the tour. Last June
the students who were selected to be involved wrote
an expression of interest outlining their reasons for
wanting to be involved as well as what the Anzac
memory means to them. Since then they have
researched aspects of local history or a person who
was involved in the Battle of the Somme. With the
help of the Australian War Graves Commission the
group identified 26 soldiers who originated from the
Holdfast Bay area that are buried in graves in the
Somme area. The war records of these soldiers are
very sad, many enlisting only weeks before they went
to battle.
During the official ceremonies the students placed
wreaths of Australian native flowers on the memorials.
They also placed small bouquets of native flowers
on the individual graves of the identified soldiers
at the Pozieres Australian war cemetery. The native
flowers were a point of much interest as they travelled
across the world. The group also visited a number of
museums and other cemeteries in the Somme area,
including the France Australian Museum for World
War 1 in Villers Bretoneux.

All students agreed that this was a life changing
experience which personalised their understanding
of the war and the sacrifices made by our diggers
and their families. Holly Winter wore the medals
of her Great Grandfather during the ceremony.
Kim Evans, Mark Oakley, Liz Affleck, Gabby
Coote, Grace Banner and Tara Bouchier were the
other students who attended along with Assistant
Principal Jenny Hilterbrand. The Brighton RSL also
assisted with establishing historical connections, the
research process and together with the Brighton
Bowling Club sponsored the costs of a special
jacket to be worn by the students during and after
the tour. Enhanced understanding of the magnitude
of Australia’s involvement and losses in World War
1, the personal sacrifices of the men involved, the
impact on France and their respect and appreciation
of the involvement of Australians during both wars,
as well as the emotional impact of the Dawn Service
were significant reflections by all. The opportunity to
visit some of the stunning cultural attractions of Paris
was a further benefit.
Jenny Hilterbrand,
Assistant Principal
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The Future of ICT at Brighton
Secondary School

Dux of the
School
Kellie Staite &
Caroline Phillips
This certificate is awarded in recognition
of the most outstanding level of academic
achievement in Year 12 studies in 2009.
Kellie and Caroline are very worthy
co-recipients of this prestigious award.
Kellie and Caroline excelled in all chosen
areas of study, achieving very impressive
sets of results.

The Brighton Secondary School
congratulates Kellie and Caroline
on their excellent achievements.

Our students live in a very different environment to the one that their parents and teachers
grew up in. Our students have grown up using computers, mobile phones, handheld
gaming machines and portable music players all of their lives. They constantly interact
with these devices and often use more than one at a time! You only have to walk through
a shopping centre and observe the number of younger (and older) people who are using
mobile phones or iPods to realise the importance of these devices to people today.
As educators, we have realised that we need to change the way that we do things.
Use of technology is a familiar and relevant tool for students and is very engaging to
them. As educators, we believe that higher engagement creates opportunities for higher
achievement. Moreover, employers expect students to be more and more capable with this
rapidly developing technology. Trade and communication are now global. Today’s students
need the skills to survive in this highly competitive and rapidly changing world.
Therefore we are continually updating our ICT equipment at Brighton Secondary School
to ensure that our students have the best possible opportunity to succeed in this future work
environment.
It is apparent that students do not do all of their ICT learning in our computer rooms at
school. Ask any young person how they learned to use social interactive sites like Facebook
, My Space, Skype or eBay. They learned to use these sites at home, either by themselves,
or with the assistance of their friends!
We want to use this student ICT enthusiasm and their collaboration with others, to enhance
our teaching and their learning. We want to give students powerful digital tools that will
allow them to learn “Anywhere- Anyhow”. We want to offer them new and exciting new
methods to enhance their learning.
We plan to supply every student with their own wireless notebook computer.
It is envisaged that every Year 9 and Year 10 student will receive their computer next year.
Subsequent year 9 students will receive their computers each year after that. We are also
investigating methods of including Year 8 students in this planned roll-out. By early next year
the school hopes to have a wireless network installed so that students will be able to use
their notebook computer from anywhere on the BSS campus.
As more students are supplied with their own notebook computer, there will be less demand
on our general purpose computer rooms. We plan to gradually reduce the number of these
rooms. There are still many problems to be solved, but we are determined to work through
each and every problem, in order to achieve our goal of improving the quality of teaching
and learning at Brighton Secondary School.
Steve Baillie
ICT Coordinator
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During the afternoon of Saturday 17th October approximately 30 past scholars from the graduating class of
1999 came together at the school for their 10 year reunion. Corri Stansall and Andrea Bradshaw were the
contact people for the class of ’99 and were instrumental in formulating the reunion together with an after party
at the Holdfast Hotel. The group met in the school staffroom where picture boards and school formal albums
from ’95-’99 created a great deal of interest for those in attendance. A tour of the school followed where
the group had a chance to reacquaint themselves with familiar surroundings and hear of new and planned
developments of the school.
David Thomson
Community Development Coordinator

Kehren O’Reilly, Ryder Vurlow

Esther Nimmo and partner

Shannon Smith, Sarah Newport,
Kim Jones, Hayden Milton,
Rebecca Baranowski, Jo Francis

Marianne Ivey, Teresa Helm

Shannon Smith, Kim Jones, Jo Francis

Ben Opie and Sarah Nottle

Karen Clarke (nee Shinn), Jade Lunde
(nee Goodwin), Nicholle Spillman
(nee Williams), Sarah Mugfo

Andrew Brown, Ben Baulderstone,
Mitchell Sutcliffe, Kate,Carl Schnuetgen

Nicholle Wilkins, Alex English

Helen Taylor, Rebecca Baranowski

Breanna Worthington-Eyre, Adam Hoff

David Pierce, Ben Veale

Teresa Helm, Angus Boot

Heidi, Natasha, Natalie Norton

Corri Stansall, Mark Wilkins

Nick Olifent, Jamie Penhall, Gregory
Norman, Andy Cavallaro

Megan Turner, Dale Blackeby,
Courtney Summers

Leah Dew, Kehren O’Reilly,
Kathryn Mullen

Gemma Farrow, Laura Roadknight,
Andrea Bradshaw
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Old Scholars Awards
YEAR 11 FRIENDS OF BRIGHTON AWARD
Eugene Braslavskiy
This award is presented by the Old Scholars of Brighton Secondary School to a Year 11 student who
has demonstrated leadership and citizenship qualities in the school community.

Eugene Braslavskiy

Eugene Braslavskiy has demonstrated to his teachers and peers an exemplary level of commitment to
study, observance of school policy, involvement in extra-curricular activities and service to the school
and wider community. He brings honour to Brighton Secondary School.
Eugene Braslavskiy. is a most worthy recipient of this award.

YEAR 12 THE FAC OMNIA BENE OLD SCHOLAR’S AWARD
Joel Dieu
Joel has demonstrated to a very high degree the school values of cooperation, excellence, fairness,
integrity, respect and responsibility.

In Memoriam

Joel Dieu

Cos Christou
After a year long battle with cancer, Cos Christou passed away in
January. Cos will be remembered for his love of teaching and his
commitment to students. Cos’s children are successful old scholars of
Brighton.

Gary Parker
Gary was the middle of three brothers, brought up in Brighton, who
attended Paringa Park Primary school, and later Brighton High School. He
won an academic scholarship to Scotch College, which he attended for
four years. He finished his schooling at Brighton High, enrolling in 1972.
Here he was a prefect and captained the first XI cricket team and starred
in the football team. He was a teacher by profession. His older brother
Russell enrolled in 1965 at Brighton High School and his younger brother
Nialle enrolled in 1971.

Hayley Claridge
On behalf of Hayley Claridge’s family I wish to thank the wider Brighton Secondary School
community, staff and students for their love and concern. Many cards, flowers and letters
of condolence have given hope to the family and the school’s community. Hayley was a
beautiful, caring person who enriched the lives of those who came in contact with her. She
was an accomplished student and a fine young person who had so much to offer. All I have
heard about Hayley suggests she is the embodiment of kindness and a role model for all of
us. Hayley’s mother told me that she had appreciated every minute and every day they had
together. She has no regrets that she could have done more to enjoy the gift that was her
daughter. What more can a parent say?
*Editors note: A Children’s Rose was purchased by the Old Scholars Committee and presented to
Hayley’s family on behalf of all Brighton Old Scholars.
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In the
News
Alex Carey
BSS 2005 - 2009
Redbacks rookie eyes AFL
Alex Carey, 18-year-old wicket keeper batsman has a rookie contract with the Redbacks but will turn his
back on the game if he’s selected by and AFL club. Alex was nominated for the AFL’s National Draft.

Emma Perkins
BSS 1993 - 1997
Classical violinist Emma Perkins is intent on not being pigeon-holed musically.
As a full-time member of the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, Perkins, 33, spends much of her working week
rehearsing or performing.
In her spare time, however, the Marino resident lets hers hair down in local alternative rock bad Sirca.
“I grew up listening to a lot of ’80’s and ‘90’s punk and going to a lot of pub gigs…so I don’t go home and
listen to classical music.”
Perkins, with fellow violinists Janet Anderson and Heather Lloyd and cellist Gemma Phillips, went to Melbourne
to perform as a quartet at the Asia Pacific Music Competition - dubbed the Commonwealth Games for the
Classics. The event has 12 chamber music ensembles from across Southeast Asia competing for concert
engagement and cash prizes. “Winning this competition would make it easy to launch your own concert
series and give a real start to your career,” Perkins said before departing. “To even play the event is a huge
honour. It’s the biggest I’ve been involved in so far.”

Gemma Phillips
BSS 1993 - 1997
Strings are the thing for cellist Gemma Phillips.
The Payneham resident is a member of Adelaide-based string quartet Leonore, which will compete in the
region’s largest classical music challenge in Melbourne, the Asia Pacific Chamber Music Competition.
“It will be a good chance for us to see where we’re at, especially considering we’re all quite young and have
only been playing together for two years,” the 29-year-old says.
The Leonore String Quartet will compete against five other quartets from Australia, China, Japan and New
Zealand for cash prizes, concert engagements and international recognition.
It is the first time the competition has been run in the Asia Pacific region.
“I think the standard will be quite high, particularly because it’s open to a bigger area this year.”
The quartet, which is made up of violinists Janet Anderson and Emma Perkins, viola player Heather Lloyd and
Phillips, won $8000 in a Musica Viva chamber music eisteddfod in Sydney last July. They all play with the
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra.

Hayden Jolly
BSS 2005 - 2009
Gold Coast Bound
Glenelg’s Hayden Jolly is poised to become the first SA player signed to the new Gold Coast AFL team after
meeting coach Guy McKenna in Queensland.
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Hayley Kosonen-Frencham and Tristian Jensen-Schmidt
BSS 1993 - BSS 1998
Married at St Andrew’s by The Sea

Jon Hunt
BSS 1998 - 2001
The Sax-tastic musos (from left) Mike
Stewart, Adam Page,
Jon Hunt and Tom Pulford

Sam Willougby
BSS 2005 - 2009
Sam Willoughby, centre, is congratulated by race placegetters – American Donny Robinson, left, and
Argentinian Cristian Becerine – on the podium of the BMX Supercross World Cup race in France.
BMX star Sam Willoughby has made history by becoming the first Australian and youngest-ever World Cup
Supercross champion.
Sam, 18, moved closer to Olympic glory at the London Games in 2012 by defeating Beijing medallists at
the final event of the four-race series in Frejus, France.
The first place allowed him to win the overall World Cup series.

SACE RESULTS OVERVIEW 2008
This year our top student was Jasmine Pater who was also awarded the Dux of Brighton Secondary in 2008. Jasmine received a TER of 98.6 and
achieved 4 merits. Catherine Keogh achieved a TER of 98.5, Su Ling Ching 98.4, Melanie Crierie & Fay St Clair Burke 97.3, Edward Heitmann
96.95 and Lara Gardner 96.05. In total we had 11 students who achieved a TER of 95 and above.
A total of 109 A’s were received by our student cohort. One student, Jasmine Pater, received 7 A’s, five students received five A’s, fourteen received
4 A’s and 22 received 3 A’s.
Twenty students received a total of 28 Merits. Jasmine Pater received 4, five students received 2 and 14 students received 1.
The following table give the school percentages for achievement scores and grades compared to the state percentages
Achievement grade

Brighton

State

A

20.7

20.2

B

37.6

35.5

C

26

28

D

11.3

10.9

E

4.5

5.5

TOTAL RESULTS

1075

68507

TOTAL STUDENTS

226

16633

182 students completed their SACE (75 males & 107 females). 182 were eligible for a TAFE selection score and 163 received a TER. There were a
total of 27 students, 13 male and 14 female, who completed their SACE with some VET. Only 16 out of the 182 completers completed the minimum
22 units. 42 completed 23, 44 completed 24 and 31 completed 27 or more units. There were 19 students who did not complete their SACE
compared to 23 last year.
Warren Eaton
SACE Coordinator
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International Student Programs
International students provide our school community with:
• Opportunities to develop a broader view of
the world
• Increased ‘real life’ opportunities to learn
about and engage with students from outside
Australia
• Meaningful opportunities to converse in and
practice a different language
• Opportunities to make global connections
and provide more of a global perspective to
learning

Orientation Program

Brighton Secondary School provides all new international
students in the first weeks of each semester with a quality
orientation program which is undertaken in a supportive
learning environment. Students are provided with critical
information on; student visas, health cover, personal
safety, finance, home-stay, travel, essential services and
Australian culture. The feedback from students and agents
has been very positive as the students have more time
to absorb the information that is vital to the success and
enjoyment of their stay in Australia.
This year our orientation program culminated in our newest
international students travelling to either the Port Noarlunga
Aquatics Centre or the Vertical Reality Rock Climbing and
Zone 3 Laser Skirmish Centres. We also took some time
out to visit Light’s Vision on Montefiore Hill. They were
both highly successful days where students developed their
teamwork skills and also got to know each other a little
better.
David Thomson
International Student Programs Coordinator

Christina Lindroth
BSS 1996

Christina Lindroth was an international student from
Ängelholm, Sweden, who completed Year 12 at Brighton
Secondary School in 1996.
Six years after returning home she moved back to Adelaide
to complete a Bachelor of Midwifery and then went on to
complete a Bachelor of Nursing. She is now married, an
Australian citizen and a registered midwife at the Women’s
and Children’s Hospital in the Special Care Baby Unit.
One of the reasons I like living in Adelaide is because it is
not too big – I love how it’s not hard to get out of the city
for some wonderful scenery. It makes me so happy every
time we leave the city and drive south along the coast - it
is just amazingly beautiful she said. Obviously the weather
in Adelaide is a lot better than in Sweden, and now that
I’m used to it, I don’t think I can ever move back to the
dark and cold. I have the qualifications I wanted, and
with both midwifery and nursing under my belt, I hope I
can get a job pretty much anywhere. But right now, this is
where I want to be, helping beautiful new babies and their
families cope through often difficult times.
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Dahe Gu

BSS 2005 - 2007
My name is Dahe Gu. I was an international student from
Year 10 to Year 12 at Brighton Secondary School and
I’m studying Aerospace Engineering in Year 2 at Adelaide
Uni. I would like to tell you about experiences I have had.
Studying in Australia is very different to my own country
and I’ve experienced many difficulties at the beginning.
The difficulties were versatile and ubiquitous: difficulties of
learning English and learning courses in English, difficulties
arising from misunderstandings between different cultures,
and difficulties of recognizing and analyzing what I really
want to do. Fortunately, the school’s support structure made
it easier for me to familiarize myself with the new school life.
Mr. Thomson and Mrs. Parson were always there for the
international students’ need. I vividly remember that every
morning in home group, Mr. Thomson always specifically
explains things on the bulletin to us and provides us
many useful suggestions. I was also encouraged to get
to know other international students as well as Australian
students. During this two and half year period, many things
happened, some of them happened spontaneously, some
of them need to wait to happen, and some of them just
happened without any expectation. Without families and
old friends, but make new friends, get kind support from
school staff, and become more independent, this is one of
the most amazing experiences in my life.
Studying in university is slightly different from high
school, but once you’ve established your own studying
methodology and approaches, everything will be very
smooth for you soon. For me, the theme of studying is
not to pursuit an immediate effect, but accumulates the
means and knowledge in many aspects and in the long
term. Of course, the most important thing is to enjoy your
current studying processes. Aerospace engineering is
exactly what I want to do. This course is focused on the
development that is relevant to the aerospace industry. The
first two years of the program has an emphasis on design
and engineering science fundamentals. In the third year,
the course is devoted to specific aerospace courses such
as aerodynamics, aircraft design, and computational fluid
dynamics, etc.
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Intensive Secondary English Course
Brighton Secondary School offered an Intensive Secondary English Course (ISEC) in the curriculum for the first
time in 2008. The ISEC program offers a learning environment that nurtures social cohesion and intercultural
perspectives for students before they enter the mainstream. This class usually consists of no more than fifteen
students who have a program specifically designed to assist in developing their English proficiency, their knowledge
of Australia and Australian lifestyle and introductory courses designed to familiarise students with schooling in
Australia. This course also includes undertaking the Personal Learning Plan (PLP) a key element of the new SACE.
David Thomson
Coordinator International Student Programs

ISEC Camp

In week 10 of Term 2, 13 international students along with two teachers went on camp to widen their knowledge
of regional South Australia. On the way to Wallaroo we had a great time at the St. Kilda Playground, running,
jumping and enjoying the flying fox. Back on the road again we stopped in Kadina for lunch before travelling a bit
further into Moonta to visit a copper mine. We donned boots and miners helmets and jumped in the ‘train’, a tractor
pulling 3 carriages, to ride down to the mine entrance. The copper mine was a new experience for all; walking
down (and up again) 55 metres, learning about mining and the 1800s Cornish miners and how they mined without
today’s technology in candlelight. Seeing the fool’s gold and brilliant green/blue of the exposed copper was a
highlight. We eventually made our way over to Wallaroo where we stayed at the caravan park and sat down to a
BBQ feast cooked by Mr Orchard, most of us enjoyed his habanero (hot chilli) sauce too. On Tuesday we visited a
Nautical and Heritage Museum and a Farm Shed Museum, both displaying historical pieces from the area. Though
the weather turned bad we had a short lunch and started on the drive home. We all had a great time and thankfully
arrived safely back at school.
ISEC ESL Teacher
Gemma Brunkhorst

Personal Learning Plan (PLP)
On Friday 11th September, the Intensive Secondary English Class (ISEC) was visited by Adrian of Animals
Anonymous who brought in a range of native Australian animals to our classroom. The students are currently
undertaking their Personal Learning Plan (PLP) and many have shown an interest in career pathways with an
environmental focus. Several have even expressed a desire to undertake their work experience in term 4 in a setting
that would allow them to work with animals. I thought that this would be an ideal opportunity for them to not only
have a ‘hands on’ experience with some native animals, but also hear from someone working in the field about the
qualities and skills required and the range of pathways available in this area.
Adrian brought in fourteen animals in total including a Tawny Frogmouth, a Bearded Dragon, Blue Tongue Lizard,
Freshwater Crocodile, Squirrel Glider and a Centralian Carpet Python.
The students were allowed to hold nearly all the animals and this interaction was very obviously enjoyed by them
all. Their level of engagement was high, with students enjoying learning facts about the animals, asking lots of
questions and, impressively, being able to answer some of the questions Adrian posed.
The students took full advantage of the photo opportunities and enjoyed themselves immensely.
Special thanks to staff Deb Parsons, Gemma Brunkhorst, Dave Thomson, Sharon Chang, Elizabeth Green and Laura
Carrington for their help and participation on the day.
It was a fantastic afternoon and one that is sure to become a regular fixture on the ISEC calendar.
Warren Eaton
PLP ISEC Teacher
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Join Brighton Secondary School
Old Scholars

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=33353778702&ref=ts
Facebook gives people the power to share and makes the world more open and connected.
Millions of people use Facebook everyday to keep up with friends, upload an unlimited number of photos,
share links and videos, and learn more about the people they meet.
Here is an opportunity to connect with past scholars and staff from time spent at Brighton High School,
Brighton Boys Technical High School, Mawson High School and Brighton Secondary School.
FRIENDS OF BRIGHTON SECONDARY SCHOOL NEWSLETTER
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Friends of
Brighton Secondary School

Application Form

Please print this form, complete and return with payment to
Brighton Secondary School, 305 Brighton Road, North Brighton SA 5048

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Name at School: ___________________________________________________________________________
Postal Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
Suburb: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Postcode:__________________________ Email:______________________________________________________
Phone [h]:__________________________ [w]:________________________ [m]: ___________________________

[Please circle]
Yes

I would like to receive the Friends’ Newsletter [$50 for life membership]

A)


B)

I enclose a cheque [made payable to Brighton Secondary School] for the total payment of $50.00
I wish to pay the total payment by credit card

 Visa

 Mastercard

Card Number: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Expiry Date: __________________

Card Holder Name ___________________________________

Signature: ___________________

SCHOOL ATTENDED

 Brighton

 Mawson High

 Brighton Boys Technical High

 Brighton Secondary School

Years Attended ___________________

Brief summary of activities, work and family since leaving school. Photograph now and/or
then, optional. (Sorry, photograph can not be returned)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Brighton High School
Brighton Boys Technical School
Mawson High School

60th

Brighton Secondary School

Celebrating our

Anniversary
in 2012

We are seeking any interested old scholars who would
like to be involved in a planning committee

Please contact Deb Parsons on
83758238 or email debbie.parsons@brightonsssa.edu.au

ANNIVERSARY DINNER
10th November 2012
Morphettville Race Course
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Brighton Secondary School is looking for Old Scholars to help contact
other old scholars from their era for our 60th Anniversary dinner
With our anniversary celebration on 10th November 2012 fast
approaching, we would like to get in touch with as many of our old
scholars as possible.
If you are in contact with or can pass on information to any Old
Scholars or like to offer assistance for our 60th Anniversary Dinner, WE
NEED YOU!.
The more past students and staff we can spread the word to, the more
special we can make our anniversary celebration.
If you are interested in helping with the reunion for the 60th
Anniversary please contact Deb Parsons by emailing
friends@brightonss.sa.edu.au

Retiring staff

We need your help

CONNECTIONS

During my Leaving Honours (5th year) at Marion High
School in 1965, I decided that I wanted to further my
studies at Western Teachers College and become a
secondary teacher in the field of Boys’ Craft Teaching. I
completed my teaching diploma in three years in a group
of about 50 HB3 students, but I decided to complete
a 4th year of study in 1969. In December of 1969, I
married my wife, Pam, who I met at college whilst she
was studying Junior Primary Teaching, also at Western
Teachers College.

grandparents. I was transferred to Findon High School,
where I taught in the Technical Studies faculty for the
next 5 years before being ‘displaced’ due to reducing
student numbers at the time. A highlight of my 5 years
at Findon was in 1989 when I organised one of the
last ever Findon-Oakleigh student exchanges - a week
long trip to Melbourne for 4 teachers and a bus load
of students competing in a range of sporting and non
sporting activities – ‘billeting of students’ days were over
by that time!!

My first teaching appointment (in 1970) was as a
member of the Boy’s Craft Teacher’s faculty at Strathmont
Boys’ Technical High School. Fortunately, the Strathmont
staff was very experienced and that certainly helped me
in the early learning stages of my career. I do remember
quite clearly that I had a 1st year sheet metalwork class
as did my Senior (Jack Winter) – he completed 13
projects with his class in the same time that I completed
only 3, such was the difference in our ‘teaching
knowledge and skills’!!

My next port of call was as a one year placement to
Aberfoyle Park High School where I continued to teach in
the traditional Technical Studies faculty area, in particular,
in the Woodwork workshop

Towards the end of 1970, I was contacted by the
Department to see if Pam and I would be interested in
‘going to the country to teach for a few years’? It was
a basic understanding at the time that ‘teachers would
serve 4 or so years in the bush’ as part of their career,
then ‘return to the city, buy a home, a new car and
settle down to have a family’. We accepted the offer at
the time to teach in Port Pirie – a big step for 2 young,
inexperienced city-born and bred teachers, moving away
from close families for the very first time in their lives.
Things went pretty much to plan, except that we returned
to Adelaide 14 years later, with 3 children Nathan (9yrs
old), Georgina (8 yrs old) and Rebecca (4yrs old). Port
Pirie was particularly kind to us as we developed into
a family and it is the place where many of our closest
friendships were formed – I guess that really typifies
country people and country style living. Pirie thrived on
sport and close working relationships with fellow teachers
and the wider community- it will always be an integral
part of our lives.
At the end of 1984, we applied to return back to
Adelaide, so that our 3 young children had the chance
to spend time with our families, particularly their
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At the start of 1990, I found myself teaching at Henley
High School. A one year appointment which finally
spanned 9 years by the time I left at the end of 1999.
In my time at Henley, I gradually became the key
member of the Technology Studies department (another
name change!!). I maintained my strong interest in
the development of our faculty but also spent plenty of
time on extra curricula activities (eg Knockout football,
staff social events). By the time I left Henley, it was just
starting its ‘Special Sports Focus’ and the Technology
Studies faculty had grown from 1.8 teachers in my
first year to 3.6 staff required in 2000 – a huge and
rewarding leap!
That led me to my 10 years at Brighton Secondary
School where I have thoroughly enjoyed my time in the
Design and Technology Department (yes, another name
change!), working in quality workshops in a strong and
knowledgeable faculty. Brighton is a particularly good
school, always busy, offering plenty of options for both
staff and students and I have been fortunate to finish my
teaching career in such a quality environment
Thanks to all staff and school support officers, both past
and present, who have made my 10 years of teaching
at Brighton such a pleasure. I will miss lots of things that
have kept me busy during my 40 years of teaching, but,
in particular, I will miss ‘teaching kids in my workshop’!
Thanks and good luck to you all in the future,
Chris Prior (alias CPR)
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1st Place
in State
Grand
Final
Awards: concept,
choreography,
costume, makeup,
soundtrack,
stage crew,
environmental
awareness.

‘CORPORA DELICTI’

lka and Lachlan Martin.
Erin McAnna, Alan Todd, Ashlee Ryba

ROCK EISTEDDFOD
CHALLENGE

9

The idea for the 2009
production ‘Corpora
Delicti’ came from two
sources. One was a
sign on a uni design
department window
which said that ‘if
you can’t make it
bigger, make it red’
and the other was the
research I had been
doing into the nature
of civilisation and the
global
community.
The
suggestion
is that we as a
world
population
will never again
allow the totalitatian conditions necessary
to produce the great civilisations of the past. Butoh, as
a dance style, became our principal vehicle alongside
Western contemporary as the two poles of expression, one
uplifting and the other dark and emotional. In spite of the
unfamiliarity of the extreme nature of Butoh, the dancers
took to it and embraced it with vigour.
Any school would consider itself lucky to have half the
pool of talent upon which we can call. Each year the
auditions unearth another batch of dancers, some of whom
have graduated through J Rock in the primary schools and
some who have moved into the district. Alongside these
groups are the steadfast performers who come back year
after year. This year we say goodbye to a large group of
Year 12s who have formed the core of the company for
five years. We thank them profoundly for their dedication
and faith in the company. The year 8s we took on this
year were as good as any we have seen and their easy
integration into the ethos of the company was a testament
to their professionalism and maturity. Hopefully a number of
year 8s who missed out in 2009 will come back in 2010.
In many ways this was an extraordinary year in that so
many talented people came together from the huge
extended family that is the Brighton Rock Eisteddfod with
the sole purpose of producing something that was more
than just the sum of its parts. We always look back to 2003
and ‘Timepiece’ to measure the quality of our productions
and for the first time we all felt that we had got close to the
production values of Amber Brown’s masterpiece. Perhaps
‘Corpora Delicti’ can go where ‘Timepiece’ was never
able to and achieve a ranking place in the national final
in November.
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‘Corpora Delicti’ brought together the talents of Lachlan
Martin, fresh from completing his degree in acting and
veteran of five Rock Eisteddfods, Ashlee Rybalka who
herself was part of five productions as choreographer and
performer, Erin McAnna with seven productions behind her
as well as two senior Wakakirri and in 2009, founding
director of Lift dance Theatre at Brighton Secondary,
Daemen Bray who also completed five Eisteddfods and is
now a competing Latin dancer, as well as the choreographic
team of Ngioka Bunda Heath, Tilly Bray, Paige Marsh
and Daisy Gibson. Ngioka leaves us this year to pursue
a dance career having been the centre of the team for the
last five years. Another essential part of this team was Imy
Behan as stage manager who took out her second award
in a row for the best set crew and is herself a veteran of
these productions having come up through the ranks.
To add to the talent pool, a number of ex students
volunteered their time with hair and makeup in Kelly Freer,
Ashley Fry, Kate Rybalka, Lauren Cox, Polina Starovoitova
and Brooke Price while Mrs Margie Blackwood came back
as chief makeup artist for the thirteenth year in a row and
Mrs Kelly Harris, now a teacher in her own right, helped
with this enormous task. In addition we were joined by
Brad Salt in year 9 who became our lighting engineer on
the retirement of Lauren Huntley who had done the job for
many years. We would also like to thank Ms Cherie Baker
Hutton and Ms Mel White for their assistance and Mike
Oakley for taking care of transport.
The future of the competition looks increasingly doubtful,
as it has done for several years now, with fewer and
fewer schools willing to take up this challenging form of
expression. We at Brighton are as enthusiastic as ever
given the benefits to the students of genuine leadership,
teamwork and the chance to get the best out of themselves
and the hundreds, if not thousands, who have been part of
this company since its inception in 1993, will not willingly
let it all go. We have an incredibly effective organisation
that has launched the careers of many students into arts
related areas and provided the opportunity to develop
lifelong skills in management, self expression and creative
endeavour.
With the 2009 launch of Lift Dance Theatre within the
school we hope to create a different kind of vehicle that can
take dance theatre out into the community and in particular,
into the Fringe. There are endless opportunities for small
groups to create and direct productions that are wholly
original and to see them in professional arenas.
Alan Todd Director/Producer.
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Special Interest
Music

The Music Centre at Brighton Secondary has had another
hugely successful year of music making, connecting the
school to the wider community.
I wish to congratulate Annie Kwok, Andrew Barrett, Mark
Cameron-Smith and Billy James for their success in gaining
AST1 through their work in education. AST1 stands for
Advance Skills Teacher!
The year started with several amazing performances with
Brighton Secondary School’s ‘4 Voice’ singing at the
Brighton Jetty Classic sponsored by the SA Swimming
fraternity and ‘Don’s Party’ in Norwood Town Hall by Don
Dunstan Foundation. This a capella male vocal quartet
has been invited to sing for the 2010 Australia Day
Celebration in Holdfast Bay. The members of ‘4 Voice’ are
Robbie Andrew, Tom Helps, Joe Dieu and Robert Edgar.
In February, Brighton music students were showcased at
the glorious grounds of SA Government House for the
Merit Ceremony. This annul event was once again very
special because of the 52 Music merits awarded in SA
in 2008, Brighton Secondary School Music Centre
received 16!
Jake Taylor, a Year 10 string extraordinaire was a
soloist at the Bundaleer Forest Festival. Jake is a natural
performer with polished technique and refinement in all
his performances.
‘4 Voice’ was once again invited to sing at the Brighton
Anzac Day Dawn Service this year after their successful
involvement in 2008. I am hoping that Brighton old
scholars can join us in singing for the Brighton Anzac
Day Dawn Service in 2010. Please contact jeff.kong@
brighton.sa.edu.au if you are interested in assisting us for
this project.
A group of our most gifted Brighton musicians were invited
by Premier Rann to perform and entertain the volunteers
who assisted in our country’s worst Bush Fire in April.
This event took place at the Adelaide Cricket Ground.
Rachael Bartholomew, Hannah Greenshields, Rachael
Natar, Robert Edgar and Tong Zhang all gave sensational
performances for this wonderful gathering hosted by
Premier Rann and attended by our Governor of South
Australia.
Old scholar Robert Edgar gave many wonderful
performances for the school community and in public
concerts this year. Robert was awarded Reconciliation
Award by CEO Chris Robinson in June. It is of paramount
importance that we showcase wonderful work presented
by our indigenous folks in our country.

The Chaplain’s Concert staged by Brighton Secondary
School at St Peter’s Church Glenelg was another very
successful concert.
BSS Symphony Orchestra and
Brighton Sinfonia were the toast of Glenelg and Brighton
area. This concert was to raise funds and awareness of
chaplain services at various schools. It was also a very
worthwhile event to prepare our Symphony Orchestra to
perform and compete in Sydney International Orchestral
Festival. Students, parents and staff were over the moon
with our success in our Sydney Opera House performance.
We were invited to open the Festival by performing in
the Sydney Opera House. The BSS Symphony Orchestra
gained gold award from a very distinguished international
panel. Our orchestra was promptly invited to perform in
the Shanghai 2010 Expo. It was a great honour to be
invited to perform in Shanghai especially given that our
orchestra is totally student based! I wish to thank Andrew
Dean and Craig Bentley for this huge success.
Annie Kwok has been highly successful with her Treble
Choir and she was invited to direct BSS Concert Choir.
The Treble Choir was the Champion Choir in the 2009
Adelaide Choral Eisteddfod. It is anticipated that the
Brighton Secondary School Choir will tour China, Austria
and Italy with Coordinator Craig Bentley and Jeffrey Kong
at the end of 2010.
The 3rd Spectacular Concert in Elder Hall was another
triumphant Brighton Secondary School music event. During
the concert we honoured the memory of late Adelaide
educator Don Maynard who was one of the strongest
supporters of the Music Centre. Don Maynard recruited
Jeff Kong as one of the foundation teachers of Brighton
High School. The Maynard family set up a ‘Don Maynard
Award’ for the best Year 12 Music student in the state of
SA each year. Since 1982, students from Brighton have
the won this award more times than any other school.

Several highly polished recitals were staged and recorded
in Pilgrim Church to showcase some of our talented
students and staff in Recitals Australia. It was great to train
our young musicians through actual concerts. All these
concert performances were broadcast by Radio Adelaide
throughout the year.
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Special Interest
Music

Don Maynard’s widow sent her son David to represent
her in this very wonderful evening. Brighton Special
Music Centre presented the Maynard family a trophy. The
Spectacular Concert showcased all BSS’s major ensembles
with delight as well celebrating our old scholar Robert
Edgar’s Reconciliation Award from DECS. The Spectacular
Concert also showcased one of our major musical talents
from China – Tong Zhang. Tong made a huge impact on
the audience and he was invited to perform in several
major events, which included the Primary Schools Music
Festival in the Festival Theatre and the International Unit
in Flinders St Adelaide. At the same concert, International
Competition winner Michael Ierace (old scholar from
C
20
2000 and Don Maynard Award recipient) gave a
m
memorable reading of Chopin C Sharp Minor Scherzo in
the same evening, audience were astounded with the high
th
quality offerings in that evening.
qu
Year 10 Rachael Bartholomew and Mark Oakley
Ye
competed in Colonnades Talent Show. They came first
co
and second respectively in this fiercely competitive event.
an
Rachael has had a lot of amazing experiences this year.
Ra
She won the Adelaide International Singing Competition
Sh
and as a result she was invited to sing in Rome during April
an
School Vacation. Rachael was featured in Radio Italiana
Sc
Uno. Rachael’s CD will be launched in late November
U
this year.
th
H
Hannah Greenshields and Jeffrey Kong recorded 2 songs
at the end of Term 3. This CD was launched on Friday
6t
6th November. Hannah has performed in many concerts
and she is a keen supporter of wider community work.
She was the soloist in the recent Holdfast Bay Mayoral
Garden Party.

Brighton Secondary School is keen to support the
forthcoming pandas from the People Republic of China.
With the enormous support from the Principal Olivia
O’Neill and the principal-team, music staff Andrew Dean
and Andrew Barrett, the school staged a stupendous
concert/lunch at Adelaide Hilton Hotel in Term 2. The
BSS Senior Concert Band performed in Victoria Square on
28th November to welcome the giant pandas. There will
be further support and performances to fundraise for the
pandas in the future.
Once again there has been over one hundred concerts/
events being staged at school and in the wider community
including Legacy Concert, Meals on Wheels Concert,
Lions Sound of Christmas, Mayoral Garden Party Concert,
Radio Adelaide, Primary Schools, Adelaide Royal Show,
Percussion Evening, Decibel Day, Primary Schools Music
Festival, Jazz Cabaret, Adelaide Band Festival and
Masonic Village Concert to mention just a few.
The annual Lessons and Carols Service was held on 7th
December 2009. It was a wonderful close of a most
successful year.
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CHAMPION SCHOOL AGAIN

Volleyball

During December last year, 23 Brighton Secondary School
Volleyball teams travelled to Melbourne for the Australian
2008 Volleyball School’s Cup to defend our title of Australian
Champion School. After a long and busy week, the finals
day would determine the overall result of the competition. It
was pleasing to see the amount of support Brighton students
showed towards all teams during the week, and was
both exciting and fantastic to see the spectacular school
spirit displayed by our Brighton students during the Open
Honour Boys final match. At the conclusion of this match it
was announced that BSS had once again won the title of
Champion School of Australia.
The SIV Staff would like to extend our gratitude to the 52
coaches, managers and support staff that made this week
possible. Their co-operation, enthusiasm and dedication to
our program contribute greatly to our successes.
We would also like to acknowledge and thank Ms O’Neill
for making the time to come and support the program and
its players at such a busy stage of the year.
We now look forward to another year of hard work in order
to maintain this title in what is becoming an increasingly
challenging goal to achieve.
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Sue Lace
BHS 1987-BSS 2009+
I started at Brighton High Schooll iin JJuly
l 1987 as a partt titime Laboratory Assistant in the Biology Lab which was
situated in a wooden transportable in the present back car park. We moved into the Dallwitz building in January
1989 with 6 new labs to organise it was an exciting time. In 1994 we endured the emotional amalgamation of
Brighton High School with Mawson High School. Working over two campuses was challenging for everybody
with buses going back and forth. We had to share science equipment over two campuses, so in 1997 we were
all delighted to move on to the one site.
This gave us another lab in the new Mawson wing with room for a science computer technologies lab next door.
I am now the only Lab Manager at Brighton Secondary School and have seen 5 principals and many lovely
teachers and School Services Officers (SSO's) in my 22 years. My two sons Ben and Daniel attended Brighton
and both gained apprenticeships after leaving. Ben (BHS1990-94) is a boilermaker by trade and is now a
Corporal in the RAAF based at Williamtown NSW, and Daniel (BSS 1994-97) is an Electrical Mechanic with
Otis Lift Company and living at Hallet Cove. He married an ex Brighton girl Dee Skinner (BSS 1995-99) and
they have a beautiful baby boy Harrison.

Barry Kelly
BSS 2002 -2009 +
After completing teacher training I was fortunate to
be offered an extra year to complete an Advanced
Diploma. This enabled me to study Photography
& Electronics in addition to the traditional subjects
of Wood, Metal, Plastics & technical Drawing. My
first appointment was at Eyre High teaching mainly
photography in a large well set up facility. In addition
I taught evening night classes for the local Technical
College.
I then returned to Adelaide & worked mainly in
southern area schools – Reynella East, Findon &
Daws Road. This provided the opportunity to include
other teaching areas such as Outdoor Construction,
Motor Maintenance, Physical & Work Ed and Special
Education.
In 2002, I applied for the position at Brighton
Secondary School to specifically manage the
Photography section. While the past eight years have
gone so quickly, it is a period where perhaps the
greatest changes to my teaching have occurred.
The traditional darkroom is now a thing of the past.
There are still memories of noisy fume extractors and
cramped conditions resulting from people having to
move to all parts of the room. Daily duties consisted of
ordering / purchasing materials, mixing chemicals (felt
like an industrial chemist at times), repairing enlargers,
replacing globes and trying to keep track of student
films & prints. The “wet aspect” of photography I have
not missed. The sound of running water, washing
equipment, wet towels and the need to mop the floor
at end of lesson are now things of the past. However,
having spent most of my teaching career teaching this
type of photography I appreciate the view held by
many traditionalists that a creative art form is in danger
of being lost forever.
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The digital revolution is having a major impact on out
lives & teaching in general. Today’s digital darkroom
also has many challenges as computers & school
networks seem to have a mind of their own to the point
where it is very important to remain “good friends ‘
with IT support staff. However with the fitting out this
year with a classroom of the latest I Macs many of
these problems have been removed.
“What is taught has changed”. Teachers now must
place a high priority on constantly updating their skills
& knowledge so as to accommodate for the advances
in technology. There are now many resources available
from photography journals with instruction CD’s, “You
tube” tutorials and the Internet. Perhaps the hardest part
is recognizing that it is impossible to know everything
but that students see you as a willing learner.
Due to the fact that students are able to complete tasks
far quicker, courses require planning to offer a wider
range of topics and ensure extension exercises are
available.
As of next year Brighton Secondary School will be
implementing the “One to One” learning program
where students will have access to laptop computers.
This will be very useful in photography as students
will be encouraged research & apply the latest trends
available.
It will have a big impact on the “way we teach” –
involving more research along with the sharing of
information. For example when looking at student work
I now often ask “How did you do that- where did you
get the idea – can I get a copy to show others”
Teaching at Brighton Sec will offer many challenges
over the next few years.
Barry Kelly
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Barrie Goddard 1954 – 1957
(Prefect and House Captain Rapid House 1957)
I left Brighton High for study to become an art teacher at
Adelaide Teachers College, Adelaide University and of
course The South Australian School of Art.
Some recollections;
One of the reasons so many good students went to the Art
School was that the then Principal, S.L Tregenza insisted
that all first year students had to take Art / Drawing as a
subject. He was basically sympathetic to the Arts and for
its time this was quite visionary thinking.
The Drawing / Art subject tended to be differentiated
on gender difference with the boys working in areas
of geometric and mechanical drawing while the girls
worked with areas of design. Free-hand Lettering was
used to develop drawing and painting skills.
Many students created artworks - figurative and
landscape drawing / painting in their own time. This
was encouraged by Alb Smith and often they were
reproduced in the School Magazine.
I remember the School as having a good balance
between intellectual / artistic pursuits and sport - the usual
being football, tennis and cricket.
We had access to the sea / beach and countryside
much of the land was still vineyards and almond orchards
around Marion at the time. This presented an open,
adventurous atmosphere. Most students rode bikes to
school and when a couple of students actually drove cars
to school, there was much excitement.

Chris White BHS 1969 – 1973
Trained Royal Adelaide as nurse
Married Tammy Mount (also nurse) – 4 children 14 - 22
Worked in the medical device industry 15 years
Now based in Melbourne
Started Health Skills Australia – health training
organization 5 years ago
Offices in Melbourne and Sydney
Active blues musician - stage name Doc White
Tours Australia and US
Released 4 CD’s – 5th one in the can
Played major festivals including Port Fairy Folk Festival,
International Guitar Festival, Australian Blues Festival
Awarded song of the year 2004 Victorian/Tasmania
Blues Awards
www.myspace.com/bluefella
Chris White
Managing Director
Health Skills Australia P/L
email chris@healthskills.com.au
web www.healthskills.com.au

At this stage Brighton High, being a new school provided
an exciting atmosphere with many possibilities.
On a closing note, I do remember the lunchtime games
of volleyball in my fourth year with about 20 students a
side - all of us waiting for a turn and it is interesting that
volleyball is now a strong focus of the School. In this
respect, I guess I was an inaugural player!

Dear Alumni,
If you would like to provide an article(s) for future ‘Connections’ newsletters, please email
david.thomson@brightonss.sa.edu.au with 100-200 words of text.
d
If you have a particular photo(s) that you would like included, please attach this to the email.
you in anticipation
TThank
h
David Thomson
D
Coordinator Community Development
C
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DARYL WATSON
BRIGHTON HIGH 1955 - 1958
Upon leaving BHS I took up a position with the
Commonwealth Bank in Adelaide and began an
accountancy course through the Adelaide University. I
then transferred to Sydney with my family and worked at
various bank branches for several years. I then changed
working direction but continued with the accountancy
course, and was employed with a national manufacturer
in their commercial insurance department.
After the department head retired, I was promoted to
the position, which coincided with the awareness of the
discipline of Risk Management throughout most major
organisations. My work future changed from that point
on. I was a founding member of what is now the Risk
Management Institution of Australasia Ltd. During the
last thirty years I have been fortunate enough to serve
as state Chapter President, Board Director, National
President and Board Chairman. The organisation
boasted corporate members from at least 75 of the top
100 companies in Australasia and has now almost
2000 members (both individual and corporate).
During this time I also acquired positions with the
same manufacturing employer advancing with a wider
responsibility including sub companies in NZ, PNG,
Philipines, Fiji as well as Australia.
Continuing in the risk management field I left
manufacturing after almost 30 years & moved to
insurance and insurance broking companies, winding
up my working life as National Risk Manager in an
engineering firm.
A major accident curtailed my working life and left me
wheelchair bound, but more so unable to continue my
passion of the sport of golf, where I can boast 8 hole-inones and participation at state level. But that is a whole
story in itself.
As a footnote, through the website www.friendsunited.
com.au I have found, corresponded and had a drink
or two with quite a few BHS school friends from those
years at BHS. I would like to have more of those school
mates make contact with me. I would also like to update
my list of those who were in Dean Manuals class in
1958, what they have achieved and what they are
doing these days.
I have been married for 45 years with three children
and five grandchildren and living in the hills district in
the north western suburbs of Sydney.
Daryl Watson JP. ARM, AFRMIA, Adv Cert RM. Life
Da
Member RMIA
M
Daryl Watson
Da
watsonbigdevil@optusnet.com.au
wa

The names in the photo are with the Headmaster on the
right side Principal Mr. S.L.Tregenza and the Minister for
Education on the left is The Hon Baden Pattinson.
Next to minister is Robert Greenwood who is a doctor
in Canada. Behind Robert is Robert (Bob) Gross Deputy Head Prefect (Cygnet House Captain as well as
Prefect). Behind Robert Gross is Geoff Milne
To the right of Robert is David Kimber (not a Prefect
but a House Captain of Rapid). Behind David is Daryl
Watson. Behind Daryl is Ian Story (Holdfast House
Captain as well as Prefect). In front of Ian is Philip Reed
Next to Philip (partially obsecured) is Roger Blackeby
(Buffalo House Captain as well as Prefect)
Next to Roger is Murray Bamford. In front of the
Headmaster is Egils Burtmanis Head Prefect
Next to Egils is Vivian Lee

Darryl Watson, Murray
Bamford, Malcolm Watson,
Egils Burtmanis
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Prefects 1958-01
back row; Vivian Leigh, Daryl
Watson, Murray Bamford, Robert
Gross, Ian Story
front row; Robert Geenwood,
Phillip Reed, Eglis Burtmanis,
Geof Milne, Roger Blackeby

DAVID NORTHCOTE

Where are
they now?

BSS 1962 - 1966
I started at Brighton High School in 1962 and completed
Leaving Honours (year 12) in 1966. I enjoyed high school
and in particular loved my art experience. I found all the art
teachers to be exciting to be around. My year 8 teacher
Mr Les Johnson and my year 10 Art teacher Mr Ted Viant
were inspirational for me. I remember an excursion to Port
Adelaide in year 10, where we observed, drew and
painted the docks and ships in the port. My mother and
father still had a painting from that time hanging on their
wall for many years, being proud of my achievements. Ted
Viant also provided me with extra classes in his own time
while I was in year 11, as Art was not an option for me to
continue with after year 10.
On leaving school I had two options, firstly as a full time
fine art student or secondly as a secondary art trainee
teacher. After being successful in both options I finally
settled on Secondary Art Teaching at Western Teachers
College. I was also lucky enough to meet my wife while
at teachers college.
Completion of my studies led me to a teaching career
firstly at LeFevre Boys Technical High School then Whyalla
and finally back to the city. After a few years I became
a Senior Master in Art and Design, teaching at Parafield

Gardens High School, Mawson High School, Marryatville
High School and Unley High School.
While at Parafield Gardens I was selected to be a
moderator in the visual arts, as so began my long
association with SSABSA, (Senior Secondary Assessment
Board of South Australia).
In between Marryatville High and Unley High School I
won a position as the Curriculum and Assessment Officer
for the Arts at SSABSA. During this time I was responsible
for the development of new curricular in the Arts and
assessment and moderation. I found this work exciting and
challenging especially being exposed to all of the arts
forms, visual and performing. I have also been involved
in organising and maintaining the SACE Art Show,
(previously the SSABSA Art Show).
Now in retirement I am taking on new challenges such as
bush walking, rekindling my desire for painting which I
mostly put on hold while teaching and giving to students.
I am continuing my association with the SACE Board and
assessment and moderation in visual art, along with a little
teaching.

HAYLEY TRENWITH
BSS 1996 - 2000
I graduated from Brighton in 2000 and have since enjoyed 8.5 years of employment
at Gainsborough Studio. I was lucky enough to gain a position at Gainsborough after
completing voluntary work experience at the studio during Year 12. Gainsborough
is a well established wedding, portrait and corporate photography studio where
my main role as Studio Manager include; Marketing and Business Development as
well as Graphic Design and Digital Artwork Technique. During my career I have
been sponsored to tour nationally giving seminars to professional photographers in
the area of Marketing and Design. Other highlights include the development of a
strong fundraising partnership with the Childhood Cancer Association and also a
successful photographic exhibition of my own work from a visit to Italy and Spain in
2007. Although I did not embark on tertiary study directly after high school I am now
completing a Masters of Business at the University of Adelaide.
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JUSTIN LANCE LEE
BHS 1982 - 1986
I enjoyed all subjects and sports at school. After graduating I commenced at Adelaide University 1987 where
I studied Arts, BA (Juris.) Development Geography (Hons I) During this time I visited Timor with a group from
University and became interested in Indonesia. After graduation I travelled throughout Indonesia, I married Jeane
Lona in 1992 and then commenced studies for PhD and spent 18 months walking through Sumba, conducting
research. Jeane and I then returned to Adelaide. In 1995 I joined the Department of Foreign Affairs and moved
to Canberra. I then gained a Graduate Diploma from Monash University. In 1999 I was appointed Third, and
then Second, Secretary to Australian High Commission in Port Moresby where we lived until 2001.
We then returned to Canberra where I became Executive Officer of Indonesia Section until 2004. 2004-5 I
was appointed Director of Media Liaison Section in Canberra. 2005-8 went to Jarkarta as Political Counsellor,
Australian Embassy. In 2008-9 I became Assistant Secretary Consular Policy in Canberra before in 2009 being
appointed Australian High Commissioner to Bangladesh and now living in Dhaka.
I still enjoy running, cycling, kayaking and bushwalking when possible. My son and daughter were born in
Adelaide in 2000 and 1997 respectively and attend an international school in Dhaka.

HELEN SHAW (NEE COSGROVE)
BHS 1974 - 1977
I clearly remember my first day at Brighton standing at a
whole school assembly in the quadrangle. Maybe it was
the nerves, the hot weather, or the standing still; however,
I fainted and was taken to the sick room. Nearly 30
years later I found myself working as a SSO in Student
Reception, and quite sympathetic to nervous year 8
students.
While selling our very comfortable modern uniform, I
have told a few girls; in 1974 my winter uniform was
a bottle-green, boxed-pleated tunic with a lemon blouse
and tie. The PE uniform, instead of being practicable
shorts, was a tunic with a belt. Fortunately in 1975, the
uniform did relax a little and girls were allowed to wear
bottle-green Levi corduroy pants.
Another role I have in Student Reception is recording
student attendance. When I was at school, apart from
a few subjects, we pretty much remained in the one
classroom all day, with the same set of students and
the teachers did the moving around. Sport was always
after school and I don’t recall me or my fellow students
“signing out” to go to the orthodontist.
I thoroughly enjoy working at Brighton and the contact it
allows me with both students and parents. And my claim
to fame: being recognised by other old scholars who I
have haven’t seen for 30 years.
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LISSA
A FOUNTAINE
BSS 1996 AND 2000
I graduated with a scholarship to join the Royal
Australian Navy. Upon leaving school, I enlisted
in the Navy to undertake training as a Seaman
Officer at HMAS Creswell in New South Wales. I
then spent a year in training before deciding that I
would prefer to pursue a career in the environmental
field. In 2004 I graduated from Flinders University
with a Bachelor of Arts majoring in geography
and environmental studies.
Since graduating
from university, I have been working for the South
Australian Government in a variety of roles related
to environmental policy. I am currently a Senior
Policy Officer in the Department of Water, Land
and Biodiversity Conservation and am presently
implementing water recovery initiatives to increase
environmental flows for the River Murray.
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BHS 1958 - 1960 AND 1963
(CHEMIST 1961 - 1962)

Wherethey
are now?

Western Teachers College 1964-1967
Teacher Mitcham Girls Technical School and
Croydon Girls 1968
1969 - 2000 Lecturer SA School of Art, Uni SA
2000 - 2009 Professional artist retired
I do recall some significant things during my
time at Brighton High School. I remember being
determined to take art lessons. My teacher was
Leonie Landen- Zueff. She was a teacher who
changed my life. In 2nd year, I had a math’s
teacher called Mrs. Bissle who I thought to be a grumpy
old disciplinarian. I wanted to go on studying but my
mother didn’t think I was worthy so she sent me out to
work at 15. I went to work in a chemist shop where I
would count the pills and change the prices. After three
years, I knew I had to move on and I thought of becoming
a nurse. This required completing Matriculation and
so I made a very strong decision to go back to school
however I decided what I really wanted to be was an
artist. I studied my old class books and tried so hard to
pick up on Latin – unsuccessfully! My previous teacher
Mrs. Bissle had said to me that she didn’t want me to
stop studying. Which made me realize that beyond her
hardness, she cared.
I went on to do Life Drawing with John Dowie and then
to Teacher’s College, to be an Art Teacher. I did well
and I consider myself very lucky that within a year of
graduating I taught at Mitcham Girls High School and
then a year at Croydon Technical High School. I’ve since
become a Lecturer at the South Australian School of Art
and I am very proud to have taught some of the very
best artists.
I am now retired but still follow my artistic passion.
For all the students today I say “Follow your dream”
For further information on Ann’s work refer to the
following link: Artlink volume 29 # 3 (September 2009)
www.artlink.com.au

MONICA O’SHEA
BSS 1997 - 2001
After graduating high school, I finished honours in 2005
in Science (Biotech). I then did a traineeship with a
member of parliament at parliament house. After this I
briefly worked casually for a senator and got a job in
Port Augusta at the newspaper (country journalism). I am
now working at Families SA and I am communications
director of the Young Liberals and Hindmarsh young
liberal president.

SUZANNE SCARMAN (NEE POPE)
BHS 1957 - 1959
My three years spent at Brighton High School left me with strong memories of good friendships, strange science
experiments, bottle green blazers and berets, and those ‘hated’ green stockings, which had a frustrating habit of falling
down during morning assembly! The three-year commercial course that I took, as opposed to a general course, included
basic book-keeping, shorthand and typing, and well prepared me for a lifelong career of secretarial and administrative
roles.
My first job when I left Brighton High School, after I obtained my Intermediate Certificate was as a junior postmistress at
Glenelg South for four years, which was followed by a position as a secretary for Finance Corporation of Australia, in
Adelaide. I remained with this company until I married Darryl in 1965, who I had met during my mid-teens, and retired
to start a family. Our first son Anthony, was born in 1968, and was followed by our second son, Wayne in 1970.
The family moved from South Australia in 1977 to Sydney, when Darryl
yl
obtained employment in the motor industry. I also started working in the motorr
industry, as a private secretary to the Finance Manager of Volvo Australia..
After this position became redundant because of company relocation,
I ventured into the welfare sector, becoming an administration officer with
Burnside Homes for young people. This role generated my interest in welfare
and social issues, which led to my undertaking a Bachelor of Arts degree
through external studies at the University of New England at Armidale.
So, at a mature age I obtained my BA, with majors in History and English.
In 1994 Darryl and I moved to Greenwell Point, a small fishing village on
the NSW South Coast. In addition to our two sons and their wives, we now
have five grand children, who we love to visit, two girls in Sydney, and three
boys in Glenelg.
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Sandra Richardson
Sa

Where
are
they now?

BHS 1974 - 1978
BH
Brig
Brighton
High School was known for it’s
aca
academic
excellence and considered to
be the most prestigious public school in
the local area, a reputation that still exists
today.
tod
I was fortunate to be accepted into
the school considering I lived just outside
the zone. All year 7s who applied to enrol
sat
sa an intelligence test. The year 8 classes
we streamed and I was lucky to be placed
were
in a class where I could choose to study 2
languages.
lan
Our class stayed together for
the five years I was at school. I was a fairly
active and social
so
student where I enjoyed playing for
the school’s badminton team, involved in athletics events,
attended school socials and the visiting rock bands, such
as Cold Chisel, participated in drama performances,
French and German plays and went on the annual ski
trip where I managed to sustain an injury and spent many
of the following months in a full leg cast. It was no easy
feat getting up and down the stairs using crutches!
The school decided a Science and Maths pathway for
me so it was not surprising to find that when I graduated
from school I was accepted to study Podiatry at the
Institute of Technology. Unfortunately a career in this field
was not to my liking and I decided to spend a few years
working as a technical assistant at Adelaide University in
the Department of Geology until I decided to go back to
tertiary study where I completed a Bachelor of Education
in Secondary Teaching at the South Australian College
of Advanced Education. My first teaching appointment
was at Augusta Park High School in Port Augusta where
I taught Science, Home Economics, Health, PE, Drama
and IT.
Over the years I have held a variety of leadership roles
in the northern metropolitan area and in Port Augusta.
More recently I was Principal at Smithfield Plains High
School for a number of years and this year I am delighted
to have been appointed as Principal of the new Multi
Campus Secondary School which is being built in State
Sports Park at Gepps Cross. The new school is scheduled
to open in 2011.

Kristian Sodomka

Scott Nerlich
BSS 2004 - 2008
After graduating last year I wasn’t really sure if I wanted
to go straight to university or have a gap year and see
some of the world. I eventually decided that I would
have a gap year and travel overseas. I applied to an
agency called Camp America to work in a kid’s camp
for the American summer. A camp called Independent
Lake saw my application and everything I have done
with volleyball at Brighton and instantly gave me a call
and asked if I could run the volleyball program at the
camp. I thought this was going to be quite a daunting
task at first because I was barely 18 and they wanted me
to take control of the whole volleyball program! I arrived
on the 24th of August and got to work setting up the
camp and more specifically the volleyball courts ready
for the kids. At camp they have indoor courts but we
never played on them because the weather was always
nice so we either played beach or water volleyball. This
summer has been one of the best of my life and it was the
Special Interest Volleyball (SIV) program that gave me the
chance to come over here! The SIV program is a great
program for anyone that attends Brighton Secondary and
I am grateful that it has given me the opportunity to teach
volleyball in America! Right now I am on a plane to LA
where four new friends and I are planning a road trip up
the coast in an RV. Good luck in Melbourne this year
guys!!!

BHS 1991 - 1995
Whe
When
en I left Brighton High I started work as a plumbers’ assistant, then a plant operator
(excavators,
(exca
a
front-end loaders etc). It was during that year that I thought about going to
University
Univve
to use my ‘head’ instead of my ‘hands’ but my grades from year 12 were not
good
goo
od enough. So I went to Hamilton Secondary College as an adult re-entry in 1997. Then
in 1998
19
I studied a Bachelor of Science at Flinders Uni with majors in marine, animal and
environmental
envvir
biology. I’ve always been fascinated by the marine environment, so in 2003
went
wen to Tasmania to study a Graduate Diploma in Aquaculture at UTAS and ended up staying
another
ano
year and completing my Honours in Aquaculture. From 2005-2007 I worked on a
marine
ma
ar
based fish farm growing Atlantic Salmon in the Huon River. I then transferred to the
land-based
lan
hatchery in 2008 were I worked my way up to be the Assistant Manager of
the biggest finfish hatchery in the southern hemisphere. During my Honours year I started to
teach
te
ea some practical classes to the 2nd and 3rd year aquaculture students. It was here I got
a taste
t
for teaching and so whilst working on the fish farm I studied a Graduate Diploma in
Education
Ed
by correspondence through the University of New England (NSW) to become
a high school science teacher. My wife, our two little girls and I moved back to Adelaide
fro Tasmania in October 2009, and I am now working as a relief teacher at Brighton
from
Secondary
Se
School. It’s funny where life can lead you!
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Sports News...

SWIMMING

Congratulations to Sports Coordinator,
Jason Archer, who was acknowledged
by the SANFL for his service to football.
Brighton Secondary School won the
prestigious Howard Mutton Award for
the most participation in the widest
range of sports.

INTER-HOUSE SWIMMING
CARNIVAL 2009

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Approximately 150 students and staff headed off to
the Noarlunga Leisure Centre on the morning of 24th
February. Numbers of students participating this year
were up by 30% - 40% from previous years. The Year 8
numbers were particularly encouraging, and it is hoped
that 2010 will see even more students participating in
the day. All students were very well involved in many
events throughout the day. Special thanks to the staff who
worked without a break throughout the day to provide
the support necessary to stage such an event:
Mr B Giles (Starter)
Ms S Rodger (Marshall)
Ms J Eckert (Marshall)
Ms A Williams (Chief Time Keeper)
Mr B Smith (Chief Judge)
Ms H White (Recorder)
Ms B Bleckly (Recorder & Photographer)

Rapid, First, with 787 points
Holdfast, Second, with 567 points
Cygnet, Third, with 415 points
Buffalo, Fourth, with 365 points
Year 8 Winners Fontae Franks, Ethan Rump
Year 8 Runners Up Sarah Lloyd,
Christopher Kither
Year 9 Winners Hannah Leadbeater,
Tilly Witherspoon, Jett Klass
Year 9 Runners Up Tayce Fry, Curtis Hall
Year 10 Winners Riane Visser, Dan Staite, Jake Taylor
Year 10 Runners Up Dorothy Jacewski, Jacob Carger
Open Winners Kallie Rump, Sam Mitchell
Open Runners Up Emily Leadbeater, Alex Heffernan
RECORD BREAKERS
Kallie Rump, Open Girls 50m Freestyle
Ethan Rump, Year 8 Boys 50m Breaststroke

Thanks also the House Captains who played a most
important role in organising the students in their House,
both at the Carnival and in encouraging participation at
school. Thank you also to the students who performed
as time keepers and judges throughout the day. Rapid
House established an early lead in the overall points
score, and increased that lead throughout the day. The
full set of results is published below, with congratulations
going to all who participated on the day. Our best
swimmers went on to contest the Inter-school Carnival.
Ian Blucher (Carnival Organiser)
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Sports News...
After two false starts due to inclement weather in 2008, thankfully this year we had perfect weather for our Sports
Day. Competition was close for most of the day, particularly at the top, between Cygnet and Rapid. The full set
of results, Individual Year Level Champions and Runners-Up appears below. Jacob Cocks who broke two records
in the Year 9 Boys 800m and 1500m deserves special mention for these two outstanding performances. Thanks
are extended to all staff who worked as officials throughout the day, the House Captains who assisted with the
organisation of their Tug of War and Relay teams, and to Maizie Duffin, Amelia Clarke, Lisa Wilford, Tom Agars
and Jonathan Hicks who offered their help as “runners” for the recorders and track marshals throughout the day.
Ian Blucher, Coordinator Physical Education

SPORTS DAY

House Placements:
Place House Points
First Cygnet 1578
Second Rapid 1455
Third Buffalo 1163
Fourth Holdfast 1079
Individual Winners:
Name
Madeleine Murphy
Jessica Franson
Cameron Tauber
Alex Rogan
Ricki-Lee Dwyer
Keely Tyler-Dowd
Jacob Cocks
Colin Griffin
Sam Tuscharski
Georgia Bevan
Amber Tuscharski
James Clinton
Jacob Carger
Sam Osmond
Hayley Wilson
Jessica Hartley
Jackson Pix
Alex Carey

Year
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
Open
Open
Open
Open

Place
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up

Records Broken:
Year 9 Boys 800m, Jacob Cocks, New Record: 2.14,
2-28.44
4 Old Record: 2-28
44
Year 9 Boys 1500m, Jacob Cocks, New Record: 4.39.50, Old Record: 4.50.00
Year 10 Girls 1500m, Sam Tuscharski, New Record: 5.56.09, Old Record: 5.58.37
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On May 6th Brighton had two teams competing
in the annual Yr 8/9 Southern Zone 9-A-Side
Football Carnival. Over 20 teams were
competing at the carnival and the standard
was very good. After both teams completed 7
matches, it was most pleasing to see Brighton’s
two teams rank in the top 10. Well done to all
players, you were enthusiastic and displayed
great sportsmanship.
Jason Archer, Sport Coordinator
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YR 8/9 TOUCH

YR 8 FOOTBALL

Sports News...

The year 8/9 Knock Out team made it through
to the State Finals by finishing second in the
Southern Zone round robin. They won two and
lost three games in the finals series to finish sixth
overall. I wish to commend the players for the
exemplary manner in which they played, and
especially acknowledge Ethan Uili and Wynd
Harrison, who did such a good job of coaching
their team mates. The other members of the team
were Ben Kranenberg, Liam Trewartha, Jacob
Cocks, Kris Matthew, Ryan Johnston, Aaron
Simpson, Mitchell Pix, James Lamont, Adam Gray
and Michael Watts.
Anthea Williams, Physical Education Teacher
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Sports News...
YEAR 8 / 9 GIRLS SOCCER
The Girls soccer team had a wonderful season and
made it through to the grand final but unfortunately were
unsuccessful. Many thanks to Trent Franks for coaching this
team.

YEAR 8 /9 GIRLS NETBALL
It was another great netball season for the 7 teams
participating from Brighton. 3 of the 7 teams made it to
the grand final, but were unsuccessful in their challenge
for the championship. Special thanks to Maria Galouzis,
Mel Warden, Annette Halstead, Jane Tillett, Fiona Bremner,
Steve Scott, Gemma Brunckhorst, Anthea Williams and
Elena Obermeier.

KNOCK OUT

8/9 KNOCK OUT
NETBALL
The year 8 and 9 Knock-out Netball team defeated
Blackwood, Norwood Morialta, Nazareth, St. Johns and
St. Peters on their way to the state finals. At the finals the
girls went down to Marymount, the eventual overall winners,
in a hard fought game. The team then narrowly lost to
St. Marks before drawing with Tatachilla. This placed the
team equal 5th out of 53 teams. I congratulate the girls
on their achievement and particularly commend them on
their excellent sportsmanship and spirit. The team consisted
of: Hannah Leadbeater (captain), Maddy Noolan (vicecaptain), Yvette Halstead, Britt Kendall, Danielle Murphy,
Lauren Broadbent, Ricci-Lee Dwyer, Bec Reeve, Alex
Bachmatiuk and Christine Obermeier.
Anthea Williams, Physical Education Teacher
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BOWLING
The Brighton team won the highest overall score and
three of the team also won individual medals. Highest
individual female – Lisa Wilford 1st Highest individual
male – Cameron Taeuber 2nd Highest individual male
– Jai Ovenden
OPEN BOYS STATE BADMINTON FINALS
James Biagi, Matt Hampton, Todd Jackson and
Lachlan Shanks competed in the State Finals for the
Open Badminton. After defeating Norwood Morialta,
Oakbank and Adelaide High they proceeded to the
grand final. This was the only match they lost on the
day and were awarded the Silver Medal.
Fantastic effort boys!

TABLE TENNIS
Year 8/9 Boys Table Tennis won their grand final. Team
consisted of: Bob Parton, Dylan Shute, Luke Zito, Jay
Steggall & Uni Oak
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Chairperson Report

Well, the end of another school year brings
with it a fresh new batch of old scholars and I
am pleased to say that the current old scholars
team is working hard toward finalising the 2012
School 60th Diamond Anniversary dinner on
10th Novemer 2012. We have booked the
Morphettville Function Centre and are actively
seeking old scholars who would be interested in
helping on the planning committee for this very
important event.
A brand new Old Scholars website is in the
process of being designed and will be quick and
easy to navigate. Our Facebook page is also up
and running and as there are a number of sites
dedicated to old scholars we should hopefully
recruit a few members from within their numbers.
Thanks to the Federal Government’s economic
stimulus package and funding from Holdfast Bay
Council, work should begin soon on the new
Centre for the Performing Arts.
Recently I was able to speak with some old
scholars who have achieved recognition within
the arts and they have kindly provided us with
short expose’s on their work since leaving high
school. It was a very rewarding experience
chatting with these people and I hope that they
can inspire younger students with their stories.
Jodie Szakal
Chairperson
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